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"K-Beauty" is a breakout trend from
the Korean beauty world for creating

the latest, most buzz-worthy skin
care innovations.

BioCellulose
MASK

If you like indulging
in "me time" and 
K-Beauty, you'll

love our new
Hydrogel Eye

Patches! Ask about
trying them at your

next beauty
appointment!

Order of Application
Step One: Cleanse

Cleanse your face as you normally would, rinse and  pat dry.
 

Step Two: Apply the Mask
Remove the mask from its package and unfold. The mask is
between two mesh layers. Remove one layer and apply the

exposed mask to the forehead, positioning and smoothing onto
the nose, cheeks, chin. The eye flaps may be left folded back or
gently rested on closed eyes. Gently smooth the mask so that it
is completely fitted against the skin and positioned properly
over the face. Finally, remove the second layer of mesh.

 

Bonus tip:  got any of the fluid left inside the package? Don't let it
go to waste! Squeeze out that fluid and apply to your neck or the

backs of your hands!

Step Three: Relax!
Let the mask soak into your skin while you relax for 20 to 30

minutes. Remove and discard the mask. Gently pat into your skin
any fluid left from the mask, do not rinse

Step Four: Finish your Routine
Continue with your skincare routine, including serums and

moisturizers, as you normally would. Use this mask twice a week for
2 weeks, or whenever you need to treat your skin to the ultimate

renewal!

Just what is a BioCellulose Mask?
Bio-cellulose is a pure, plant-based material derived

from coconut water. Its interlocking fibers form a

highly absorbent, three-dimensional “fabric,” allowing

the mask to be generously infused with a complex of

beneficial ingredients. This complex includes oat

kernel extract, orchid extract and sodium hyaluronate,

known for its skin-conditioning benefits. 

 

The TimeWise Repair® Lifting Bio-Cellulose Mask is an

exciting addition to the TimeWise Repair® regimen

that  leaves it visibly more radiant 

after the very first use.* 

 

After just two weeks, the majority of women* who

tried the mask agreed that skin looked lifted, firmed,

younger-looking, and more luminous. After four

weeks, a majority of women* agreed that the

appearance of fine lines and wrinkles was reduced!
 

*Results based on a four-week independent consumer

study of 300 women who used the mask twice a week.


